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Once the enterprise understands what the brand is about, it gives
direction to the whole enterprise. You know what products you are
supposed to make and not make. You know how to answer the
telephone. It gives a set of principles to an entire enterprise.

Shelly Lazarus, Ogilvy and Mather.



Why think of EVP as Talent Brand?
Customers
- Buy
- Avoid
- Recommend
- Complain
- Transact
- Engage

Employees
- Choose a job
- Pick a business
- Show up for work
- Engage (or not)
- Commit (or not)
- Deliver (or not)



FARTHER MODEL



CREATING THE WOW MINDSET : FARTHER 

Aligning 
People:

$2000 for you to 
quit after 
bootcamp
Cultural 

assessment than 
performance 
assessment

Pass skill tests, 
you get a raise

Hacking:
Zuddles for 

work 
improvement

Reinventing
Pitching new 

product ideas by 
teams

Realtime 
Feedback:

$50 recognition 
rewards 
given by employees 
to others

FINDING 
PEOPLE
Courtship 

model. Manager 
makes offer. 

Shuttle Driver 
test! Interview 
in talk show set

Engaging: 
Training in core 

values
Graduation 
ceremony

No targets for 
call center

Bid for shifts

Teaming
20% of time on tea 

building. (Easter egg 
hunts, cookouts).

Own décor for team 
offices. 

Pine derby contests



Employee and Customer Brand 
1. Clear understanding of the brand experience needed to realize the brand

promise and achieve competitive advantage.

2. Detailed and specific knowledge of the employee behaviors, values, and beliefs
needed to produce the brand experience for customers.

3. Customer brand is tightly connected with the employment brand to ensure
seamless experience for customers and employees.

4. Multiple levers used to build culture.



Market Focused Culture: Alignment Challenges
Different Approaches for Different Segments:
Fidelity has 17 Segments based on Four Large Segments 
High Value Segment with complex portfolio (Kiss the Needs)
Institutions and small businesses (Kiss the needs)

Core customers not active traders (Superior execution)
Active Traders (Superior execution)

Best Buy Experiment
Customers evaluate their own technical savvy and are routed to different 
locations on the basis of their expertise (Nerds, Novices and so forth).



Catholicism
One model stamped out everywhere

Buddhism
Guardrails and then allow people to improvise

Alignment Challenges: Catholicism or Buddhism





Phoenix Hotel, SFO Rex Hotel. SFO



CATHOLICISM  VS. BUDDHISM 
What are the guardrails? Chip Conley’s guard rails!

1. What magazine does your customer read?
2. What are the five adjectives to describe the 
experience?
3. How will the customer know them through the 5 
senses
4. How will the employee know them through the five 
senses?

Do these help you?


